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St. Louis slowed down
by Mets Monday night
- See Sports
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Street Fair,
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to kick off
'09 festival
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Mills sentenced to five years
Charge
stemmed
from vehicular
death of
McReynolds

Special to the Ledger
Kick-off for Freedom Fest
begins with the Tumbleweed
Street Fair on Friday. July 3,
starting with the opening ceremony at 4 p.m. on the Main
Stage at the corner 4th and
Maple Street. Elizabeth Powell,
an MSU junior, will sing the
national anthem with distinguished community members in
attendance. Opening Ceremony
is free for all to attend, according to Erin Carrico. executive
director
of the
Murray
Convention & Visitors Bureau.
At 4:45 p.m., the a cappella
group Blend will perform, followed by Jennifer Fox and the
Pillow Fighters at 6:15 p.m.
Clarence Dobbins lights up the
stage at 8:30 p.m.
On Saturday, July 4. after the
FNB Parade, Blend will performat 11:30 p.m. on the Main
Stage. Then at 12 p.m.,
Playhouse in the Park will present "We the People." written
and produced for our Freedom
Fest theme.
'The Tumbleweed Street Fair
hosts many different businesses
and organizations as well as the
Rotary Club Kids' Zone. The
Rotary Club Kids' Zone
includes inflatable jungle gyms
and the Frog Launch. Vendors
around the square will be selling Bacon chips. Italian ice and

By TOM DERRY
Staff Writer
A New Concord woman has been sentenced to five years in prison with one year
left to serve in the vehicular death of
Murray resident Steve McReynolds.
During action in Calloway Circuit Court
Monday morning, Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust sentenced Jamie Mills, 38, to the fiveyear term on a charge of reckless homicide
Mills was initially charged with seconddegree manslaughter following the accident

at the intersection of Ky. 94 West and
Robertson Road July 16, 2007. If convicted
she could have faced a 10-year sentence.
Mills was indicted on the manslaughter
charge by a Calloway County grand jury
nearly a year after the fatal crash; following
the results of a Kentucky State Police investigation.
She had previously pleaded innocent, but
later entered a guilty plea on an amended
charge of reckless homicide dunng court
action in May. The sentence is the maxi-

mum Mills faced for reckless homicide. She
will serve at least another year to satisfy the
requirements of a plea agreement
According to police. Mills was traveling
westbound on Ky 94 in a 1999 Ford van
and approaching the intersection where
McReynolds' 2000 Mercury, which was
southbound on Robertson, was stopped at a
red light. When McReynolds preceded
through the subsequent green light, his vein-

II See Page 2

September
trial date
slated for
Millwood
Ex-student teacher
faces charge of
sexual abuse
By TOM BOVRY
Staff Wnter
A Murray State University
student-teacher will face trial
September 16 on a charge he
had sexual intercourse with it
_17-year-old Calloway County
High Sclicet student.
During a pre-trial conference
in Calloway Circuit Court
Monday morning. Judge Dennis
Foust set the date for the trial of
John "Drew" Millwood, 24, on
a charge of first-degree sexual
abuse. Millwood is also accused
of tampenng with physical evidence, attempting to tamper
with physical evidence, cultivai
tion of marijuana and posses;
mon of drug paraphernalia (first
offense). The first two counts

See Page 2
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Daily Forecast
By TM Asseelletsd Press
Heat advisory in effect
Through 9 p.m
Tuesday, Mostly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
mid 90s.
Tuesday night. .Cieer. Lows
in the lower 70s
Wednesday. Sunny Highs
n the lower 90s
Wednesday night. Clear.
Lows in the lower 70s.
Thursday. Sunny. Highs in
the lower 90s.
Thursday
night. Clear.
Lows in the lower 70s.
Friday . Mostly dear. Highs in
the lower 90s.
Friday night Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 70s.
cloudy.
Saturday.. Partly
Highs in the mid 90s.
Saturday
night.. Partly
cloudy. Lows in the lower 70s
Sunday Mostly
sunny.

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
FAMILY OUTiNG: The fish were biting recently at Thunder Holler, especially for participants in the
Murray-Calloway County
Special Olympics family outing. Pictured, Mike Epperson. volunteer, baits a hook for Stephen Norsworthy.

Proposal to legalize slots runs out
of luck in Kentucky legislature
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)-- A
proposal to legalize slots at
horse tracks ran out of luck
Monday in the Kentucky legislature.
The Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee voted
10-5 to reject legislation that
would have created a financial
windfall designed to help
Kentucky's struggling horse racing industry compete on a
national level.
The outcome was no surpnse
on the Republican-dominated
committee. Its chairman, Sen.
Charlie Borders of Grayson, had
predicted its demise earlier in
the day.
House lawmakers
voted
Fnday to approve the measure

that would allow Kentucky's would be at
tracks to install "video lottery risk of having
terminals" that would offer casi- to surrender its
no-style games like slots. The title of Horse
proposal has been touted as a Capitol of the
means to bolster the state's World After it
horse racing industry amid failed,
he
fierce competition with other called for lawracing states.
makers
to
The Senate favors a proposal come together
that would generate more on remaining Seidner
money by placing a surcharge issues. includon lottery ticket sales.
ing balancing the budget and
Gov. Steve Beshear called creating incentives for business
lawmakers into a special session development.
last week to address a projected
He said in a statement that
SI billion budget deficit. He lawmakers can "adopt legislalater added the gambling issue tion that will create thousands of
to the agenda, saying it could jobs and stimulate hundreds of
generate some $300 million for millions of dollars in investment
the state though taxes and fees.
for our commonwealth."
Beshear had warned that withHouse Speaker Greg Stumbo
out the measure. Kentucky said the gambling issue isn't

likely to resurface in the remainder of the special session.
State leaders have debated for
years whether Kentucky, a state
with a long tradition of betting
on hone races, can offer casinostyle gambling at the tracks.
Opponents argue that the state
constitution specifically forbids
aasino-style
gambling.
Proponents contend a constitutional amendment that allowed a
state lottery opened the door.
The
American
Gaming
Association lists 12 other horse
racing states — including neighboring West Virginia and
Indiana -- that allow bettors to
use video gambling machines.
slot machines or other casinostyle games at the track.

II See Page 2

Crash shuts down
Part of Parkwat
imported dead
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) —
Authorities say a fiery
tanker truck crash in far
western Kentucky has killed
the driver and shut down
northbound lanes of the
Purchase Parkway just outside Mayfield.
Graves County Coroner
Phillip McClain says the
tanker dnver was killed. The
coroner did not immediately
identify the driver. He says'
there's no indication anyone
else was in the vehicle.
State police dispatcher
Marie Hart says the crash
occurred around 5 a.m. CDT
Tuesday when the tanker ran
off a parkway bridge and
fell off the parkway. landing
on U.S. Highway 45 south. She says the tanker was
empty but caught fur on
impact. She says the fire has
been put out.
Z
Hart says no other vehicles were involved in the
crash.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Detonations scheduled at Fort Campbell
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — Fort Campbell is warning post
residents of upcoming blasting as pan of training on the post.
The post said in a statement that three blasts will go off at
around noon CDT Tuesday, or before 9 a.m in case of inclement
weather
Fort Campbell officials recommend that residents prepare for the
detonation by removing breakable objects and pictures from their
The blasts are expected to be felt in Lafayene and Oak Grove.
Ky.. and in Woodlawn, Bumpus Mills. Big Rock. and pans of
Clarksville, Tenn., near the training area near the landfill along
Highway 79.

Southern Baptists gather in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — Southern Baptists are scheduled to
begin their national assembly in Louisville.
The two-day Southern Baptist Convention begins Tuesday.
Church leaders are asking attendees to put aside squabbles over
political and social issues and take a look inward this year.
Convention President Johnny Hunt is seeking to energize missionary efforts and streamline the national structure.
The convention won't escape politics altogether though. One
resolution asks the denomination to acknowledge the historical
importance of President Barack Obama's electoral victory despite
the convention's opposition to his policies.
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II Slots proposal ...
From Front
Proponents of the legislation
had warned earlier Monday that
a similar initiative appears to be
gaining strength in neighbonng
Ohio, which, they said, added to
the urgency to pass it in
Kentucky. Ohio Gov. Ted
Strickland said Friday he proposed putting slot machines at
seven horse tracks to help balance the state budget.
Strickland, a Democrat, said
Ohio faces a $3.2 billion budget
deficit that could lead to painful
cuts in government services
unless more revenue can be
generated.
President
Park
Turfway
Robert N. Elliston contends that
if Ohio approves the plan and
Kentucky doesn't, his track in
the northern part of the state
will likely be forced out of business.
Ron Geary, owner of Ellis
Park race track in western
Kentucky, said he expects the
push for slots to continue as
long as necessary.
"We're very disappointed that

it

didn't get a chance logo to the

full Senate and finally find out
once and for all what the full
Senate thinks about it," he said,
adding that the thoroughbred
industry is in crisis.
"We see what 12 other states
around us are doing, and we just
want to do what they're doing,"
he said.
Senate

David

President

Williams, R-Burkesville, said a
plan to bolster the horse industry with a tax on lottery ticket

arouse4rnurrayledger.com
editorktniurrayleclger.coni
ads4murrayledger.corn
c1asedied4murrayledger.corn
circulation@nnurray ledger.corn
rboggessOrnurrayledger.com

said the plan would make
Kentucky's purses "the richest
in the nation" and increase
financial incentives for horse
breeders.
"We're not like other states,"
he said. "We don't have to go
with this cheapened diminished
form of gambling on the locations of the race tracks to have a
vibrant racing industry."
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II Millwood trial date...
From Front
are Class D felonies; the
remainder are Class A misdemeanors.
Millwood has pleaded innocent.
According to the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
investigators, Millwood was
working as a student teacher at
CCHS in March when he
allegedly met the female after

school and drove with her to
another location where they had
sexual intercourse. At the time
of the alleged crime, the age of
sexual consent in Kentucky was
16, but it was illegal for a person
in a position of authority to have
sexual contact with a minor
under Kentucky law. The age of
consent has since been changed
to 18.

•Street Fair, festival ...
From Front
many other interesting foods.
Other booths will have activities
or products, such as wood-crafting. spin art and airbnished tat-

toos," Carrico said.
Hours

the

for

The

Tumbleweed Street Fair are 4
p.m. to 1030 p.m. and Saturday,
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

gency landing in a wheat field
near Symsoma. He was the person in the plane and sustained
no injuries.
Aviation
Federal
The
Administration was notified
and is scheduled to be on the
scene today for further investigation. KSP was assisted at the
scene by the Marshall County
Sheriff's Department, the
Sheriff's
County
Graves
Department and the Symsonia
Fire Department.

House office renovations
costing the state $230k
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky House lawmakers are
spending about $230,0(X) to
renovate office space at the
Capitol Annex, despite the
state's expected $1 billion
budget shortfall.
Greg
Speaker
House
Prestonsburg
a
Stumbo,
Democrat, authorized the project, which will overhaul about
4,100 square feet on the building's third floor. That includes
rebuilding, rewiring and new
carpet, according to the
Lexington Herald-Leader.
Kentucky lawmakers are in
the second week of a special
session and are dealing with
budget cuts to close a $1 billion
budget shortfall in the fiscal
year that starts July I. As a proposed fix, lawmakers are considering cutting most government agency budgets by 2.6
percent and tapping about $740
million in federal stimulus
money.
The General Assembly in

recent years has been expanding
its share of the Annex office
building, located across the
street from the state Capitol.
which it shares with some executive branch agencies. Senate
leaders last year canceled a
$450,000 overhaul that would
have created meeting space,
kitchens, a press conference
room and a lounge.
Kentucky lawmakers each
get a private office in the Annex
building. while legislative leaders also get one in the Capitol.
But Stumbo general counsel
Pierce Whites said the legislature had been paying $166,594
a year in rent to the state
Finance and Administration
Cabinet on the unused office
space on the Annex's third and
fourth floors. The legislature
acquired the space a year ago.
For
Best
Results

III Mills ...
From Front
ck was struck on the driver's
side by Mills who did not stop

Read the Want Ads Daily

Finding money feels GOOD!!

Staff Report
A pilot made an emergency
landing on the Graves/Marshall
County lane Monday after the
aircraft's engine failed.
A press release from
Kentucky State Police said the
agency responded to the crash
in a field off State Route 1949
in northeastern Graves County
at 3 p.m. Monday. The pilot,
John Quincy D. Evans. 29, of
Atlanta, said an engine failure
caused him to make the emer-
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Plane lands in field in
northern Graves County
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for the red light, according to
police.

Call 753-1916

11 GOSPEL MEETING
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 St. Rt. 121 North •(270)489-2219

Cash Stocks—DividendsJewelry Silver--Rare Coins
Much, Much Morel"

June 25-28
ROGER SCULLY
(Morgan City, Louisiana)

The Kentucky State Treasury's
UNCLAIMED PROPERTY program has more
than $200 Million in property that needs to be
returned to its rightful owners.
Some of it might be yours.

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Thursday Evening (7:00 p.m.)
"Life, Death, & Beyond"
Friday Evening (7:00 p.m.)
"Aspects of the Crucifixion"

Visit our Web site to see if your name or
your company's name is one of more
than 300,000 in our database.
www.kytreasury.com
Or call 1- 800-465-4722

Saturday Evening (7:00 p.m.)
"Losing Jesus"
Sunday Morning Bible Study (9:30 a.m.)
"Man's Reaction to Jesus"
Sunday Morning Worship (10:15 a.m.)
"Coming to God in Worship"
Sunday Evening Worship (1:30 p.m.)
"Being Ambitious for Christ"

TODD HOLLENBACH
Kentucky State Treasurer

Potluck Meal Sunday Morning After Services
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Obama, citing his smoking woes,
signs tobacco law on Monday
By PHILIP ELLIOTT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON IAP) —
Lamenting his first teenage cigarette. President Barack Obama
ruefully admitted on Monday
that he's spent his adult life
fighting the habit. Then he
signed the nation's toughest
anti-smoking law, aiming to
keep thousands of other teens
from getting hooked.
Obama praised the historic
legislation, which gives the
Food and Drug Administration
unprecedented authority to regulate what goes into tobacco
products, to make public the
ingredients and to prohibit marketing campaigns geared toward
children.
But he didn't say how his own
struggle was coming since he
moved into the White House.
And aides were no more forthcoming.
As senator, candidate and now
president, Obama has veered
between frank and cagey about
his personal battle with smoking.
He promised his wife.
Michelle, more than two years
ago that he would quit if she let
him seek the White House.
He has often acknowledged

since that he has "fallen off the
wagon." But he hardly ever provides specifics. And though
White House aides pack nicotine gum in their jackets to help
him resist, they also refuse to
give a clear answer to the question of whether the president
still sneaks a smoke now and
again.
During Obama's two-year
White House bid, he was known
to occasionally bum a cigarette
from a staff member — while
also making sure to emphasize
his efforts to stop for good and
his progress from his onetime
five-smoke-a-day average.
During Monday's bill signing,
Obama focused on how the new
law would help keep future generations of kids away from the
dangerous habit. Tbe president
mentioned his own expenence
very briefly — just 30 words.
Almost 90 percent of people
who smoke began at 18 or
younger, he said.
"I know. 1 was one of these
teenagers," he said. "And so I
know how difficult it can be to
break this habit when it's been
with you for a long time."
And then he went back to the
merits of the bill and the shortcomings of the tobacco industry.

of death, saying only that
McMahon had a "multitude of
health problems the last few
months."
McMahon had bone cancer,
amung other illnesses, according to a person close to the
entertainer, and had been hospitalized for several weeks. The
person spoke on condition of
anonymity because he wasn't
authorized to release the information.
McMahon broke his neck in a
fall in March 2007, and battled a
series of financial problems as

Huckabee wants stronger Iran response
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Former
Republican presidential candidate Mike
Huckabee is calling for a stronger U.S.
response in support of political protesters in
Iran.
Speaking to Southern Baptist pastors.
Huckabee said God is heanng the protesters'
voices. Huckabee, an ordained Baptist minister
and former Arkansas governor, said "God help
us if we do not hear their voices" and stand with
them.

Huckabee said afterward that the U.S.
should push for an investigation of the disputed
election in Iran and push to allow media outlets
into Iran to report smi the unrest.
In his speech, he repeated his staunch opposition to abortion and gay marriage. After his
speech. Huckabee grabbed a guitat and performed a hymn with a band on stage.
Southern Baptists are gathering in Louisville
for their convention that begins Tuesday.

C
UTILITY BILLS
40%
OT YOUR

Mama
which he accused of targeting
young people. One key provision in the new law bans candy flavored cigarettes and the use
of other flavored smokes that
might appeal to teenagers. Ads
aimed at young people also are
banned.
Aides refused to elaborate on
his own situation.
White House press secretary
Robert Gibbs said he hadn't
asked Obama about his smoking
and made plain that he didn't
plan to.

'Tonight' sidekick Ed McMahon
dies early today in Los Angeles
By LYNN ELBER
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ed
McMahon, the loyal "Tonight
Show" sidekick who bolstered
boss Johnny Carson with guffaws and a resounding "H-e-e-ee-e-ere's Johnny!" for 30 years.
died early Tuesday. He was 86.
McMahon died shortly after
midnight at Ronald Reagan
UCLA Medical Center surrounded by his wife, Pam, and
other family members, said his
publicist, Howard Bragman.
Bragman didn't give a cause

Tuesday, June 23, 2009 • 3:

his injuries preventing him from
working.
McMahon and Carson had
worked together for nearly five
years on the game show "Who
Do You Trust?" when Carson
took over NBC's late-night
show from Jack Pear in October
1962. McMahon played second
banana on "Tonight" until
Carson retired in 1992.
"You can't imagine hooking
up with a guy like Carson,"
McMahon said in an interview
with The Associated Press in
1993.
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House approves
budget fix plan
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state House approved a
plan to resolve Kentucky-s
approximately $1 billion budget hole on Monday, relying
heavily on federal stimulus
Money and cuts to most gov6mment agency budgets starting next month.
House lawmakers approved
the $9.4 billion budget plan,
along with more than a billion
dollars worth of school construction projects that would be
funded from new gambling
revenue. A Senate panel later
rejected a proposal that would
have paid for the schools by
allowing video gambling terminals at Kentucky racing tracks.
: Still, House Speaker Greg
Stumbo said he anticipated the
two sides would agree on other
budgetary matters.
"We're not very far apart at
all." Stumbo, a Prestonsburg
Democrat, said.
The Kentucky General
Assembly entered its second
yieek of a special session. Gov.
Steve Beshear called lawmakers back to the Capitol to deal
with the budget situation, video
Slot machines at race tracks and
Other matters. Beshear also
Ordered lawmakers to consider
a package of new economic
development tax breaks and a
plan that would create a state
agency to oversee the construction of new Ohio River bridges
between Kentucky and Indiana.
So far, the legislature hasn't
agreed on anything.

WHEN YOU PEEL BACK THE LAYERS OF WHAT BANKS
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you eventually find is people. In the case of H ER ITAG E BANK, good people. Helpful people. People who
live and work in your hometown. People who are your neighbors. Who else would you want to bank with?
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CLASS REUNION: Put-year High School Class of 1959 met May 29 at Pans Landing Sate
Park Inn for its 50-year reunion with 17 of the 19 class members and two teachers attending.
Pictured, from left, kneeling, Carolyn Merrell Nored, Nola Webb Barrett, Joanna Miller Adams,
Charles McNutt; second row , Peggy Carter Nichols, teacher Stanley Cooper, class sponsor
Baxter Wheatley, Robbie Bal! McNutt, Dinah Hughes Westerman, Janne Valentine Hughes;
third row, Robert Ball, Mac Gore, Bob Moms, Nancy Underwood Wheatley, Jane Kemp
McCoy, Fay Alexander Evans, Danny Gallimore, Jerry Olive and Bert Paschall.

Kids' Triathlon will be July
25 at Noble Park in Paducah
PADUCAH, Ky. — The 6th
annual Kids' Triathlon, sponsored by FNB Bank. Bike
World, Rehab Associates, and
Paducah Parks and Recreation,
will take place on Saturday. July
25 at Noble Park in Paducah.
Children between the ages of
7-14 may now pre-register. The
cost to pre-register is $25 and
day of event registration is $35.
Registration forms are available
by contacting FNB Bank at
www.thinkfnb.com or (270)
at
BikeWorld
247-1758;
www.bikeworldky.com or (270)

In the 7-10 year old category.
Rehab
and
442-0751;
Associates at www.rehabassoci- participants will swim 100
atesky.com or (270) 744-3701. meters (2 laps, down and back
Participants may also register counts as 1 lap), bike 3.1 miles,
and run 0.5 miles. The 11-14
online at www.active.com.
year olds will swim 2(X) meters
Registration
Tnathlon
Each
includes free tuition to the six (4 laps), bike 6.2 miles, and run
week training program at Noble I mile.
In addition, every participant
Park, which helps prepare the
participants for the triathlon that finishes the triathlon will
course. The participants are sep- receive a commemorative
arated by biJys and girls and medal, race number. and T-shirt.
then into four age group cate- Trophies will be awarded to the
gories, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, and 13- top three male and female finishers in each age group.
14.

President's Ust
JACKSON,Tenn. — Matthew David Parker of Murray, Ky., was
one of 297 students who were named to Union University's president's list for the spring 2009 semester.
The President's List includes full-time students who achieve a 4.0
grade point average on a four-point scale.

rt.11, Gera
2009 at lot)

ACT(The Active Concerned Taxpayers of
Calloway County. a non-partisan newly
formed group. will kick off their second
organizing steering committee meeting on
Friday at noon in the back room of Ryan's
Family Steak House with David Roos, acting
steering committee chairman, presiding.
All Calloway County citizens who are
deeply concerned about the future of their
grandchildren and their great-grandchildren
living on a standard of living like a third
lo's
world country are invited to join and register
Datebook your
alarm. For information call 753-8565.
Burkeen
By Jo
Community
Special tea party Wednesday
Editor
"Just Us Girls Tea Party" will be Wednesday
Kentucky
at 2 p.m. at the Ellis Center. located on Ellis Drive. The
Cancer Program in partnership with the Calloway County Health
Center will host the event which will target women, ages 40-64. For
more information call the Kentucky Cancer Program at 1-270-421310.

Brown
'low at Horn
Visitation
Funeral Horn

Charles II

Bank offers Caribbean Cruise

The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a 10-Night Southern
Caribbean Cruise including the British Virgin Islands, St. Maarten.
St. Lucia, as well as several more ports of call. Cabin categories arc
limited and early reservations are encouraged. For more information
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykesathemurray •
bank.com.

TOPS Chapter will meet

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Narcotics group will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Red Cross Blood Drive today
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross is holding
a blood drive today (Tuesday) from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main St.. Murray.

Breast Cancer Group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight (Tuesday) from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness Classroom.
For more information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462 or Angie
Hutching at 435-4614.

Bible School at Cherry Corner
Vacation Bible School at Cherry Corner Baptist Church for all
ages, including adult classes, will be at 6 p.m. through Friday at the
church.

Health Express lists stops
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will offer
cholesterol screenings Thursday from 7 to 11:30 a.m. at Kenlake
State Resort Park.

Laker Band Biker Blast planned
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will host the Laker Band
Biker Blast Motorcycle Run on Saturday. Registration will start at
9:30 a.m. at CCHS with the first bike out at ;0:30 a.m. Lunch will
be provided. Prizes awarded for Best Hand, Worst Hand, 50/50 pot.
trivia quiz and numerous door prizes. All vehicles/modes of transportation are welcome on this 120 mile ride through Western
Kentucky. All proceeds benefit the Calloway Laker Band Boosters.
Inc. For more information e-mail tgeorgeky@yahoo.com or call
293-5932.

&

Z

Mrs. Gera

ACT plans meeting at Ryan's
Family Steak House

Adsmore
wedding
highlights
season
PRINCET'ON. Ky. — The
public is invited to "Selina's
Gov. John
Wedding
to
Osborne," featured through July
.26 at Adsmore House &
_Gardens.
.. Step back to 19(17 and see the
. preparations being made for
John and Selina to marry in the
parlor. The dining room, decorated with Selina's chosen colors of white and yellow, is
almost ready for their high noon
wedding breakfast. Upstairs,
finishing touches are being
applied to the wedding dress
and bridal trousseau.
Selina met Dr. Osborne
while on a grand tour. She is 24
and he is 53. After a long honeymoon that includes a visit to
Tahiti, the coupe will reside in
Rawlins, Wyo.
-The wedding is one of our
visitors' favorite settings- said
Ardell Jarratt, curator. We enjoy
keeping John and Selina's
• romance alive and hope you will
visit us during this special
time.
The Smith-Garret home, a
stately circa 1857 Greek
Revival house, has been
restored to its late Victorian
grandeur and is furnished with
the family's personal belongings. The museum and Carriage
Shop are located at 304 N.
Jefferson St. Hours are Tuesday
through Saturday from II a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sunday from 1:30
to 4 p.m. Also on the grounds is
.the Log Ratliff Gun Shop where
:the story of Princeton's first
:gunsmith is told. Call 1-270:365-3114 or visit the website at
:Www.adsmore.org or e-mail
ztidsmore@!vci.net for information and special group rates.

Oltltual

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Playhouse in the Park to hold auditions
Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for "Dearly Departed,a come,ty to be presented Aug. 21-30. Auditions will be from 6 to 8
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at the Covenant Youth building, across the
street from McDonald's on North 12th St., Murray. Stacey Smith.
the show's director, said those interested in auditioning will be
asked to read from the show's script; therefore, actors are not
required to prepare a piece. There are roles for four men and six
women, ages 21 and up. and or older adults, but no upper age limit
For information contact Lisa Cope at Playhouse in the Park, phone
753-1752.

GARDEN TOUR
Sunday, June 28 • 1-5 p.m.
Pi& up your FREE map at Rolling Hills
Ce,C0e

Exiou-te".

TOPS #623 will meet

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Photo provided
AWARD GIVEN: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 recently
presented American History Awards to Calloway County High
School student Jacqlyn Murdock. The presentation was made
by President of the lodge, Mark Anderson. on behalf of the
lodge.

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St. Weigh-in
will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Johna at 227-4625.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.
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1999-2009
All Specials Good Through The Month of June

June 22nd - 27th

r9

30%-60%
&
Be sure to join us Friday, June 26th
for our HUGE SIDEWALK SALE!

Dimitn's Chicken w/side & salad

$999

0 oz. Pork Chop
__op w/side & salad
1—

9 oz. Marinated Sirloin w/side & salad

91"
s9"

Chicken Pasta Primavera w/salad

sir c

choice.
Visitatit
Funeral I
www.imes1

8oz Breast topped w/bacon mustrOOms Colby Jack cheese St honey mustard dazing

Broccoli, carrots, sundned tomatoes in a creamy Alfredo sauce
z
)
S.

-9
.
S

*All Lunch Menu Items Include FREE Salad*
(Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.)

4.

6€4441, 961 /0
/
1 44 7
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), FOUR DELICIOUS ENTREES UNDER $10!

Long Sale!

OFF ALL SPRING
SUMMER MERCHANDISE
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No annulment of Iranian vote
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Mrs. Geraldine Ann Brown.69, of Benton. died Sunday. June 21.
2009. at 10:06 p.m at her home. Retired from Kenlake Resort Park,
she had worked at Fisher Price Toys, Murray. She
was a member of St. Henry's Catholic Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Bobby
G. Brown, and her mother. Anna Zlebacic.
Survivors include two daughters, Brenda
Hackney, Almo, and Debra Bell, Benton, one son,
Marc Dell Brown, Benton; eight grandchildren:
and one great-grandchild.
A Rosary service is scheduled at 9 a.m.
Thursday. at St. Henry's Catholic Church in
Aurora, and the funeral will follow at 10 a.m. with
Brown
Fr. Babu Kulathumkal officiating. Burial will follow at Horn Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m Wednesday at the Collier
:Funeral Home, Benton.

Charles H. Thompson
Charles H. Thompson, 78. Buchanan. Tenn., died Saturday. June
20, 2009 at Buchanan.
A retired supervisor from Pennwalt Chemicals, Calvert City, he
was a member of New Liberty Church of Christ where he was song
:leader and Sunday School Teacher. Born April 20, 1931, in
Buchanan, he was the son of the late Pete Thompson and Gladys
Todd Thompson Sadler. Also preceding him in death were two
brothers, L.W. and Vernon Thompson, and one sister. Mildred
Chilcun.
Survivors include his wife, Betty Clayton Thompson; two daughters, Debbie Jackson and husband, Doug, and Patty Thompson, all
of Buchanan; one brother, David Thompson and wife, Ann, Hazel.
Ky.: two grandchildren, Eric Jackson and wife, Kim, and Emily
Brocimfleet, all of Buchanan; six great-grandchildren, Katie. Adyson
and Z,ayne Broomfleet and Carly, Toi and locee Jackson.
The funeral will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. at New Liberty
Church of Christ. Ed Davis will officiate. Pallbearers will be Kent
and Shane Moody, Tony. Kerry and Trent Thompson, Pete Clayton,
Mike Pflueger and Butch Chilcun. Burial will follow in the New
• Liberty Cemetery, Buchanan. Visitation is now at Ridgeway Funeral
Home, Paris. Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Liberty Cemetery
Fund, do Rick Moody,935 Buchanan. Rd., Buchanan, TN 38222.

CAIRO (AP) - Iran's top
electoral body said this morning
it found "no major fraud" and
will not annul the results of the
presidential election, closing the
door to a do-over sought by
angry opposition supporters
alleging systematic vote-rigging.
Iranian government officials
have repeatedly suggested that a
revote is extremely unlikely.
However, Tuesday's announcement by Iran's top electoral
body, the Guardian Council, was
the clearest yet in ruling out a
new election.
The announcement on Iran's
state-run English language Press
TV is another sign the regime is
determined to crush the postelection protests-the strongest
challenge to its leadership in 30
years - rather than compromise.
Government warnings to the
protesters have intensified.
Ebrahim Raisi, a top judicial
official. confirmed Tuesday that
a special court has been set up to
deal with detained protesters.

"Elements of riots must be dealt
with to set an example. The judiciary will do that," he was quoted as saying by the state-run
radio. The judiciary is controlled
by Iran's ruling clerics.
In recent days. Iran's
supreme leader has ordered
demonstrators off the streets and
the feared Revolutionary Guards
has threatened a tough crackdown At least 17 people have
been killed in near-daily demonstrations, including at least one
that drew hundreds of thousands.
In recent days, members of
the Revolutionary Guard, the
Basij militia and other Iranian
security forces in riot gear have
been deployed across Tehran,
preventing any gathenngs and
ordering people to keep moving.
A protest of some 200 people
Monday was quickly broken up
with tear gas and shots in the air.
In a boost for the embattled
regime. Russia said Tuesday that
it respects the declared election
result, which the Iranian government described as a landslide

victory for hardline President cies, involving some 3 million
votes, were not widespread
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
The U.S. and many enough to affect the outcome.
have
Iran has 46.2 million eligible
countries
European
refrained from challenging the voters, one-third of them under
election outcome directly. but Mi. The final tally was 62.6 perhave issued increasingly stem cent of the vote for Ahmadinejad
warnings against continuing and 33.75 percent for Mousavi,
violence meted out to demon- a landslide victory in a race that
was perceived to be much closstrators.
Ahmadinejad's main chal- er.
According to an analysis by
lenger. Mir Hossein Mousavi.
has charged massive fraud and the British think tank Chatham
House. the huge margin went
insists he is the true winner.
However, the Guardian against the expectation that the
Council found "no major fraud record 85 percent turnout would
or breach in the election." a boost Mousasi, whose campaign
Alt energized young people.
Abbas
spokesman,
Ahmadinejad won crucial
Kadkhodaet, was quoted by
Press TV as saying. "Therefore, backing from Russia on
there is no possibility of an Tuesday, with the Foreign
Ministry in Moscow saying it
annulment taking place."
The I2-member council has respects the declared election
the authority to annul or validate result.
In a statement on its Web site,
the election. On Monday. it said
in a rare acknowledgement that the ministry said that disputes
it found voting irregularities in about the vote "should be settled
50 of 170 districts, including in strict compliance with Iran's
vote counts that exceeded the Constitution and law" and are
"exclusively an internal matter."
number of eligible voters.
Still, it said the discrepan-

House Democrats to open hearings on health bill

Meanwhile, delays continued
WASHINGTON (AP) House Democrats are pushing in the slower-moving Senate, as
forward with a partisan health the Health, Education, Labor
care bill even as a key Senate and Pensions Committee jettiDemocrat labors to achieve an coned an end-of-week deadline
elusive bipartisan compromise for passing its bill.
"We won't get the whole bill
on President Barack Obama's
done" before the July 4 recess,
top legislative priority.
The action on both sides of Sen. Barbara Mikulski. D-Md.,
the Capitol comes with lawmak- acknowledged Monday after an
Bea Devine
Ben Devine, 39, Calvert City, died Saturday. June 20. 2009 in ers mindful of next wcek's July afternoon spent working on preBenton. His death was from injuries sustained in a motor vehicle 4 congressional recess. Most vention issues.
The most contentious porwill return home to face conaccident. He was a certified mechanic and journeyman painter.
Preceding him in death were his father, Harvey (Buddy) Devine. stituents with plenty of ques- tions remained incomplete tions about their plans to over- those dealing with the introducand one sister, Angela Devine.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Beth Edwards Devine; one son, haul the nation's costly health tion of a new public plan to
compete with private insurers.
Colton Devine. Jne stepdaughter. Kayce Jamison, one stepgrand- care system.
and what requirements employin
unveiled
bill
sweeping
A
of
all
Devine,
Gentry
Louise
mother,
daughter, Aila Penrod, and his
Democratic-controlled ers will face to provide care to
Calvert City; one sister, Cleta Lea Benningfield, Murray; several the
House last week is to be their workers. Obama's goal for
aunts, uncles, nieces and nephews.
signing a bill in October to conThe funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of weighed in hearings beginning
trol costs and provide health
legislation,
draft
The
Tuesday.
will
Coffenberry
Johnny
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Hoine. Rev.
to 50 million unincoverage
Republican
without
written
officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
all sured Americans appears in
require
would
help,
(Tuesday). Online condolences may be made at www.filbeckcannkAmericans to purchase health doubt. But Sen. Max Baucus. Ding.com.
insurance and would put new Mont., chairman of the Senate
requirements on employers, too. Finance Committee, is doggedly
Mrs. Rachel Sitzes
-- -A graveside service for Mrs. Rachel Sitzes will be today
Tenn
Adamsville,
in
Cemetery
Ledbetter
the
in
p.m.
2
(Tuesday) at
Bro. Hal Bannw will officiate. Imes Miller Funeral Home, Murray,
is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmiller.com.
Mrs. Sitzes, 42, Murray. died Thursday, June 18, 2009. at Skyline
WASHINGTON (AP) - has been delayed because of pnMedical Center, Nashville, Tenn. Born May IS, 1967, she was the
daughter of the late James Evans Ellison and Lillie Lewell Reaves. Homeland Security Secretary vacy and civil liberty concerns.
The program was included in
Survivors include her husband, Carl J. Sitzes; three daughters, Janet Napolitano plans to kill a
Belinda Elaine Reeves. Vanessa Lynn Sitzes and Jerrie Marie Sitzes; program begun by the Bush the Obama administration's
five brothers. Ray, Ronnie, Rickie, Rockie and Roger Ellison; three administration that would use 2010 budget request, according
a
sisters, Robin Craig. Rebecca Shields and Rita Abbott, one grand- U.S. spy satellites for domestic to Rep. Jane Harman,
security and law enforcement, a California Democrat and House
said homeland security committee
official
government
member who was briefed on the
Monday.
Mrs. Marie Campbell Geste
Napolitano recently reached department's classified intelliThe funeral for Mrs. Marie Campbell Gaetz will be today
gence budget.
(Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. her decision after the program
Harman said Monday she had
enforceRev. Ronnie Stinson Jr. and Rev. Ronnie Stinson Sr. will officiate. was discussed with law
and she was told not been given final word that
Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery. Visitation is now ment officials,
it was not an urgent issue, said the program would be killed.
at the funeral home.
official, who spoke on con- She said she would talk to
the
6:40
at
2009,
19,
June
Friday,
died
Mrs. Gaetz. 100. Mayfield,
of anonymity because he Napolitano on Tuesday. Harman
dition
p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
was not authorized to talk about has been outspoken about her
• A member of Trace Creek Baptist Church in Graves County, she
it. The program was announced concerns that the program is
was a retired salesperson at the former Newberrys Store in Mayfield.
2007 and was to have the unnecessary, far reaching and
in
Dawes
Willie
husband.
first
her
Preceding her in death were
Security Department open-ended.
Homeland
hus'Pratt; her second husband. Frank Carter Campbell; her third
"I thought this was just an
use overhead and mapping
band, Robert Gnu: her parents, Charles and Sarah McAlister
imagery from existing satellites invitation to huge mischief,"
two
Ranes;
Paul
and
Herbert
Talmadge.
brothers,
Ranes; three
for homeland security and law Hannan said. Of killing the prograndchildren. Vickie Sue and Janet Fay Carr.
gram, she said. "It shows real
enforcement purposes.
Survivors include one son. Charles Dawes Pratt and wife, Verna,
the leadership on the part of Janet
called
program,
The
and two daughters, Willie Marie Tyler and husband, Charles, and National Applications Office, Napolitano."
Mona Darnell, all of Mayfield; two sisters, Minnie Kelton, Graves
County, and Mary Warren. Michigan; three grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren; 13 great-great-grandchildren.

Jeff
and
Dakota
North
Bingaman of New Mexico.
Looming over everything is
the cost question. Initial estimates had Senate plans topping
SI trillion over 10 years. and
senators are laboring to scale
back. Deep cuts to Medicare and
Medicaid are assured, and a
range of taxes are under consideration. along with the possibility of fees on employers who
don't cover their employees.
The Senate's health committee is waiting for revenue estimates from the Congressional
Budget Office on three different
scenarios for employer requirements.

pursuing a compromise. "We
will get a bipartisan agreement."
he insisted Monday. Of the five
House and Senate committees
working on health care. Finance
is the only one that appears to
have a chance at reaching a
bipartisan agreement. Baucus
planned to huddle behind closed
doors Tuesday with a group of
senators he's dubbed the "coalilion of the willing."
Others involved are top coinmittee Republican Charles
Grassley of Iowa; Republicans
Mike Enzi of Wyoming. Orrin
Hatch of Utah and Olympia
and
Maine;
of
Snowe
Democrats Kent Conrad of
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Paid Obituary

We're Just
A Phone Call Away!

;•••

Dorothy Rhea Head

Dorothy Rhea Head, died peacefully on Monday. June 22, 2009,
at Fern Terrace Lodge under Hospice care. She had
resided there since the year 2000.
Most of her earlier life was spent in Springfield,
Ill., where she was employed by the Sangamo
Electric Company.
She was a long time member of the Third
Presbyterian Church in Springfield where she
taught Sunday School.
She is survived by her nephew. Robert Head,
and his wife. Nita.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the
Head
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice, the
First Presbyterian Church of Murray, or a charity of

choice.
Visitation will be from 2 to 6 p.m. Wednesday at Imes-Miller
at
Funeral Home. Online condolences may be made
7www.imesmillercom.
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Home Repair
Sentall offers a east range of repot
soMbons tor your home
We Specialize In: Mold &
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Termite Service
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and air through your attic, floors and walls

Receive a tax credit while reducing your
energy bill by as much as 40%!
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Our Home Office:

939 St. Rt. 121 N.
/ERMITE & PEST CONTROL Murray, Kentucky
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Pest management systems
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WO Wonted
Motorcycle helmets
gickets, boots & saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield

MRI TECHNOLOGIST
Murray State University is accepting bids from
qualified contractors for Springer College boiler
replacement project, on the campus of Murray State
University. There will be a pre-bid conference at
1000 am. June 29, 2009 Bids will open July 8,
2009 at 2,30 pm Contractors may receive a copy of
the bid advertisement by contacting Steven
Stapleton 12701809-4099 and
referencing CC-181-10.
Murray State University is accepting bids froni
qualified contractors for Hester College boiler
replacement project, on the campus of Murray State
University There will be a pre-bui conference at
10 00 am, June 29, 2089 Bids will open July 8,
2009 at 2-15 pm Contractors may receive a cops of
the bid advertisement by contacting Steven
Stapleton i 2701809-4099 and
referencing CC-182S-10

Murray State University is accepting bids from
qualified contractors for Franklin College boiler
replacement project. on the campus of Murray State
University There will be a pre-bid conference at
10,00 am. June 29, 2009 Bids will open July 8.
2009 at 200 pm Contractors may receive a copy of
the bid advertisement by contacting Steven
Stapleton 2701809-4099 and
referencing CC-18241-10.

Henry Cour.ty Medical Center is seeking a MRI
Technologist for our Imaging Department. The
schedule is M-F 2PM-10PM Candidates must
have 2 years of experience as an MRI Tech
and must be ARRT regrstered in Radiology and
MR or be MR registry eligible

goblin Mamie For Me
J¶(35 Dtersairt Dr • Murray. KY 42f171

270-753-8556

Henry County Medical Center provels an
excellent salary and benefit package including
health, dental, vision and retirement. Interested
candidates should send a resume or apply in
person

1-8110-545-1833 Ext. 283
ONE MONTI9 FREE RENT WITH I 1rkAR LEASE
flee ant/ 7.0 Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat d Air
•••_:• - ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS - A
tiFFIcE Itits; 8 isM 12 PSI- 1 PM-4 PM i•-d

Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
OettetiltIVOICer..S2r9

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16TH ST., MURRAY, KY
(270)753-1970
Open Mon, Wed,
Thur & Fri 8:00-1:00

Equal Opportunity Employer

Accepting applications
litip!Naiad

CAREER Counselor,
Career Services.
Murr3y State
University. Full-time.
twelve month position
to begin July 2009.
Qualifications:
Master's degree in
Counseling, Student
Affairs, or related field
required. Minimum two
years experience in a
college or university
setting required. Must
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1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central heat & air

Nip Wasted

1st month's rent is FREE!
Weekend
MURRAY
96hr
Estate
Real
licensing class July9August15 . Investment
$960 credit/debe cards
online, Of Lash, check
order.
money
or
by
Registration
appointment. 18yrs.
experience. 270-2239
8
7
0
deloiseaoams Syahoo.
corn

OFFICE MANAGER
and Clerical

with one year lease.

Plea% cal (2701753-7450
0,14300-874-4427 era 142
or arts%
wvanwycs0update corn

PART-TIME bookkeeper, beginning at 20
hours per week, challenging position in a
office,
paperless
Should be self-motivated and work well in a
close-knit, fun learn
Send
environment.
resume
confidential
with cover letter and
three references to.
Johanna Fox, CPA.
Inc., 907 Paris Rd.,
Mayfield, KY 42066
or email to HYPERK
N
I
L
'ma dice staff0itoxopa.c
filiinilkniaLCOM• No
phone calls or drop-ins.

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration Is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12. 2000.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledents I.co
in or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is LimItedl
PROMINENT Lighting
Company search for an
experienced
Warehouse Manager
immediate cos
For
nideration please fax
resume and cover letter toi 270-856-3471

HOME or office cleaning. 270-227-6535.
WILL watch children in
my home 14 years
exponerce 753-1219

-Owner Fincance16x80 3f3R, 28A
down,
$3,950
2220
$495/mo.
Wrather Rd.
270-753-1011

L

Noires For Rent

14X58 2 BR $300 pe
month plus deposit
Lake Patterson Pt
270-436-6280
3BR $275.00 7536012
AprImmits For Red

ww*.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash &. Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

Artides
Fertile
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S. 12th,
Murray.

GOOD used carpeting.
air cond., elec baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows.
etc.753-4109
WANTED: Fixer upper
mobile home.
(270)853-1911

SONY Mat Periel TV's
Full line of all Sony tel
panel TV's, All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series On display for
free delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
www.murrayelectronicsmc.com
(270)753-7567.

APPlaiRm
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(270) 153-1113

150
Arlides
Fix Sete

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
REGULAR CASINO
slot machine $300
270-437-4399
cleaners,
VACUUM
bags, bens. 8. hoses.
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield.

Chambe
B-Allis
Tractor 6ft. woods belly
mower. $1.500. 9785655

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU. Laundry
on site. Furnished units
978avail. Contact
1121
1 BR apt, various be
cations. Cowman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1601 Ridgewood,
2BR, 'IBA Duplex, all
appliances, including
W&D. Call (606)5615133
1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets.
753-2905
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$260/mo. 767-9037

414 N 8th nice 2813
_ARGE 3813 apt.
400 appliances,
wdu/dplex,
newly remodeled, on
$
campus, CA/A, W&D.
416 N 8th nice 2913
$600 water. sewage &
brick house $500
trash furnished. no
489-2741
pets.759-4696, 2934600
NICE & clean new carpet 2 bedroom duplex
refrigerator,
stove
ASF Warehousing
washer & dryer $350
Near MSU $20-50
rent, $350 deposit
753-7668
270-293-3761
NICE 2BR, leiath, all
appliances furnished
293-1924
NOW LEASING
1, 26 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
KEY MINI
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
WAREHOUSES
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
1850 St Rt 1215
Equal Housing
Murray, KY 12071
Opportunity
270-753-5562
TOO #1-800-648-6056
for
TOWNHOUSES
J41(1. RENTALS
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
MLNI-FTORAGE
oven.
refrigerator,
721 S. 4R.1 ST.
stove, washer & dryer
weer of ID s. & filefolas.
included. Close to
IMO $25 10x15 $40
Murray State $630(276)436-2524
$840 a month. First
(270) 293-6906
month 1/2 off. Call 270348-0458
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 753Meese For flerd
2905
1013, Appl furnished.
NORTHWOOD
no pets. 753-0728
Storage many S1263
994-3308
753-9999 x114
2 BR, very nice
RE
753Coleman
PREMIER
9896
MINIS TORAGE
•Insele climate control
253 Bedroom hcuses
storage
Lynn Grove, Murray
*Secunly alarmed
94East, lease &
•Safe & clean
deposit required 753*We sell boxes,
4109
*We rent U-Hauls
3 BR, 2 Bath. 2 acres,
753-9600
no inside pets, possi-

1BR, clean & nice, all
appliances including
Wel. No pets. 270-4362524. cell 270-293E1906,
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE. 7539898
2 BR townhouses on
Stadium View Rd. with
w/d. Starting at $475.
Please call 753-7559
available.
2. 3BR
locations.
Various
Coleman RE. 7539898
2BR 2BA All
Appliances Stanford
Or
SBG Real Property
Professionals
753-9999 x114

ble lease option. $750
month (270)293-5090
3BR, 1Ba, hardwoco
floors, garage, appliincluded
ances
1604
$750/mo.
Kirkwood, 759-4696.
293-4600.

21-3R duplex. nice,
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhome 1 5BA,
W/O. 2-car garage

°.s no pets
Pta
lne
reelease,
5ld
-y9ea
15°W
$6
$
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr

Articles
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4 BR 2 BA all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE.
753 9898

1.

hedroom
Great neigl
Rear deck
large deep
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Retail Stor
5000 SF
SF porch
Really nice
antiques,
restaurant.
$1200 00/r
year lease
8211

Small offic
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• room & m
21 Barge
247-2421.
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460

12
V
Bloodhour
registered
270-293-6
MALE 7
Boxer pup
wormed.
4776, 293
'DOG Obe
436-2858.

24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

2BR Duplex, Carport
Call 227-7414

cle

ets I
rigillh

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

2BR Duplex. CM/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood. (270)7530259

Metal buil
insulated
gas heat, c
as two sho
at 406 Sur
Murray 271

•

:Poona A norldrdel

.) Tat
AFFORDABLE childcare 293-9794

"OWNER Finance'
16x80 313R, 2Ba on 3.5
acres $3,950 down,
$545 a month_ 3380
Guthne Rd., Paris
270-753-1011

Basic rent starting at $345-$375

Calloway Count, P•ooane
r Murray ries all .)0,
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for an °Wm manage, and a
nonce position Most Na.
• 3000 longue% and calm
000 impanonos This NW
pip you ae ever have wrIP
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imoommet,

Daytime Ph

270,761..5237
www.wallappeals.com

Mail this coupon with payment to:

3BR. 2
structron
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Call for
3966, 29
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Tree Maintenance 8, Debris Removal
'Trees shaped tnmmed or removed
-Stump Removal 'All modem epguipment
•24 hour emergency service •Ucensed & Insured

• weekly & spei.id pickups
•locally rewiiediupcnited

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

MOWING & Trimming
scheduled
Reliable
lawn maintenance Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming
mulch etc
shrubs
available Call Steve
767-9178

vit

„ ItsP
5itadzialiDn With 0 a
ar_ do annivimeahli
ow Jiff 771aiolay atidqc & Jimge 114)
o
lap

Ron Frame Jr.
Res 270-474-0323• Cell 270-227-3140

NEW - 7,000 sq. ft Industrial budding
for rent/lease on East Chestnut Ext.

"No fob is complete until ct.s

or is satisfied'

3301 St. RI 121N.

270-759-4851

753-8087

Call
for more information.

$15 & UP WILL mole

rill

UP-TOWN SHOPS
& STORAGEUnits fur Dual a-Au
trailer etc.
1st month free
(270)753-3119
(270)293-2482

8th

nice 213R
appliances

Commensal Prop. For &ant

00
8th nice 2BR
use. $500
41

Metal building 88x40
insulated 12ft walls.
gas heat, can be used
as two shops. Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray. 270-436-2935

amp Robe

Warehousing
MSU $20-50
753-7668

Somas Offered

Wilms 011snd

360

Storage Rentals

•

New 2,100sq.ft bnck
2/3BR, 2BA. 2-car
garage. hilltop acre,
gas & water. 1/2 murray. $147,000 270519-8570

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfleld Estates.
'BG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

CLASSIFIED EMAIL:

460

Mowing, Mann ening,
Landtt aping &
Leal Vacuuming
Saliscactinn guaranteed

753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD

McCoy's
Lawn Service

-

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1 5

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood, Insured. 4892839.

could be yours.
for ONLY 585
per month
Up to 20 words.

FOR SALE

Ma=

Y MINI
EHOUSES
.1 bedroom. 2 bath home. 109 Williams Avenue.
Great neighborhood Well built has had I owner.
Rear deck, excellent condition, washer/dryer.
large deep freeze included $139.500(x)

-753-5562
L RENTALS

227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Remodeling
-Screened Porcnes
-Garages
.Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

270-293-8990 after 5:00 p.m.

Hill Electrie

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

24 sous sterna

OS. 4TH ST.

Since 1986

ii 121 & Gleedele.
)S25 10x15$40

78) 436-2524
70)263-6906

lAY Store and
presently has
available 753-

Retail Store in Hazel
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch.
Really nice! Great for
antiques,
restaurantretail. etc.
$1200.00/month 1
year lease 270-4928211

H WOOD
es many silts
999 x114

PREMIER
NISTORAGE

e climate control
storage
cunty alarmed
Safe & clean
ife sell boxes!
rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761HOME.CONT

Res.. Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.

taotorcyclas & ATV's
Small offices and office
available.
suites
Adjacent to MSU. $200
and up. Including utilirestrooms.
ties,
kitchen, conference
. room & more. Century
21 Barger RE. 270247-2421

7,Self Storage
N Across From
nal Guard Armory

Pets & Supplies
:
WK
old
12
Bloodhound puppy. tul
registered $350 obo
270-293-6404
MALE 7 week old
Boxer puppy. Shots &
wormed. $175 7534776. 293-8847

ince
trot

DOG Obedience
436-2858
ENGLISH Mastiff puppies.
Beautifully
CKC
marked Parents on
site. $500 753-3113,
293-7777
SHIH-TZU AKC, pupmale/female
pies.
$200-$350. Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

BE
Hit what's
pening

Mum" I edge,& ime. 1,1
ct Noto,
HOUSillg

UMM81'... I

.1r, I,.,

Mb* to the

'Cdt,11

2005 Harley Davidson
dresser blue & silver,
$4,300-extra chrome.
2931,800 miles
1231

USED TIRES
14, 15.16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 751-5606
Spirt Utility *Nein
2007 Ford Expedition
47,000 miles,
excellent-condition.
Asking $15,500.
(270)703-3820

2007 Corvette. 5.000
miles, burgandy. 2931231.
2004 Toyota Camry
SE. 4-cyl., 4-door,
loaded, black.
Excellent gas mileage
58.500. (270)444-7566
1998 Ford Mustang,
126,000 miles. 1.800
obo 227-4194
95 Mercedes E320.
128k miles $7500
753-6306
94 Oldsmobile. Asking
$1,500 runs good.
Needs new home. 2270343

IMES

Simmons Handyman
ff. Carpentry Service
Over 20 years. Tree
service also Call Don,
Murray area 5198570

ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Additions
*Decks
'Porches
*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
'Roof-Overs
-Underpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353
ALLEN'S Painting
Interior, Exterior
25 years exp
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

Fleetwood
2006
noncamper 33ft
smoker, nice, 57,500
obo. 978-5655
1

iyment to
Times
M71
11116

1
1
1
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Fo Sale

3BR. 2 BA new construction, Campbell
$229,000
Estate
Call for appt 7533966. 293-9747

2005 32ft. Chevy motor
home. Fully self contained. 11.000 miles
brand new inside &
MIT

Call us, we'll be glad
to help.
Murray Ledger & limes

270-753-1916

Quality work at
a great price,
'Mowing *Trimming
*Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)293-6604
MISC work- plumbing,
painting, electric. etc
227-6535
doors
ML Garage
installation and maintenance, residential &
doors.
commercial
270-293-2357
VIC Enterpnses
Home Improvement
brick, stone. roofing.
210-5324
436-6211

ATLANTA (AP) - Four
books that have been long out of
print by the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. will he published again
under a new deal with Beacon
Press brokered by King's
youngest son.
Dexter King called it a historic
partnership that will bring his
father's words to a global audience. Beacon, a department of
Universalist
Unitarian
the
Association, publishes books on
social justice, human rights and
racial equality.
The Boston-based publisher
will release new editions of
"Stride Toward Freedom,"
"Where Do We Go From Here:
Community?."
or
Chaos
"Trumpet of Conscience" and
"Strength to Love" in 2010.
Under the agreement. Beacon
will also compile King's writings, sermons, lectures and
prayers into new editions with
introductions by leading scholars.

Horoscope

Jo plary an ad call Jill oh tiehley
(270) 753-1916

TE prep utilities &
construction
Jemo
materials for contractors & home owners,
bank gravel, limestone,
fill dirt, sand, top soil &
shoreline
materials
Parker Excavating LLC
293-3252

SMITH'S Masonry
ResidentialiCommerci
al Block, brick, stone
foundations, fireplaces.
patios,
basements,
30.
retainer walls
experiences.
years
(270) 527-8275.
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs 4354645 502-542-9287
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons ana companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

NEEDS good home
Male, neutered, outdoor, 4 year old, °lack
lab mix Very playful
friendly, and loves people 270-227-3582

CET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

FREE kittens to good
home, very playful &
friendly. (270)4892356

Check us out on the Web!

and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping 9780404

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Ali ...dint!
I limlint
lit ‘1, is

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs,
bushogging,
tilling,
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-its &
repairs, decks presand
washed
sure
stained. 436-2228,
Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates Phone 4362562. 227-0267

Photo by Masayo Nakamura

FIRST PLACE WINNERS: Pictured are members of the Calloway County High School
Japanese Language team that finished in first place overall at the recent Kentucky World
Language Association State Festival. Front row, from left, are Alysha Marvin, Mackenzie
Chandler, Nathan Graves, Chelsea Summerville Second row from left -- Kristen Oakley, Erica
Berhow, Dominick Mikulcik, Chris Eldridge, Jeremy Barnum Back row (standing) from left -Brian McCormack, Sarah Wade, Alex Sharp, Tony Cherie, Kelsey Moore, Megan Brown, Jess
Reiter and Bonnie Osmun.

by baseline Illyar
those who have what they feel
are better or stronger solutions
try them out. Everyone could be
surprised by the erd results
Investigate other styles. See the
value in different approaches
Tonight: Togetherness needs to
be the theme.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Clear out your errands and
any excess work. Listen to others' opinions. Schedule an
important meeting. Networking is
more important than you want to
acknowledge. The unexpected
occurs with finances. If you feel
lucky. keep the risk to a minimum. Tonight. Others make suggestions before you can think!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Ingenuity could put an
interesting twist to a problem
and could be the path to a solution. Investigate rather than
negate. Find the midpoint in your
ideas and someone else's.
Prioritize and focus in order to
clear out as much work as possible, or else you could work quite
late Tonight. Go for a stressbuster.

tion. Someone might surprise ciates or key people together to
you with the way he or she stop this revolving door What
you need to handle comes forthinks. Though a suggestion
appears to be wild, try applying it ward in a discussion. Willingly
rather than negating it. Realize add that extra dynamic in your
work. Tonight: Work with the
what you have to offer when you
come into a situation. Tonight: unexpected.
Buy a new summer item on the SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Tap into your resources
way home.
before making any decisions.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Understanding evolves You'll make stronger choices as
from a discussion in the morning a result. You are able to move
or in the recent past. Perhaps situations forward with ease.
you have been digesting what Relax with others who have like
needs to happen. Move out into minds. Assume a high profile
with key issues that mean a lot to
the public, or take the lead in
your immediate circle. Tonight: you personally. Tonight: A must
appearance.
All smiles
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Meetings are favored in 21)
associate
key
A
the morning. Don't sign papers in ****
the afternoon. If you can wait for demands extra attention. Clear
a few days. do. Nothing will be out a discussion with this person
answers. Eye
The Stars Show the Kind of lost -- more opinions and ideas first. Look for new
the potential of actively seeking
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: could appear. The unexpected
new information and knowledge.
occurs when you least expect it
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
Use excitement to motivate you. Challenge yourself to grow past
1 -Difficult
the obvious. Tonight: Consider
Tonight just for you.
signing up for a workshop.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Listen to news and CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Take needed personal stay on top of a situation that **** Defer to others and
time. Clear out a mental obstacle keeps reappearing. Bring asso- understand their perspective Let
first. Once you start working, or
begin your normal day, you are
on cruise control. Add that creative touch that others value.
T.might: Go with fun.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Keep communication
When you submit photographsfOr our new
flowing, especially if an associate or loved one starts revealing
more. You could be surprised -attempt to respond appropriately. Honor your priorities, and
page, please include the event, the date, place, organization or
you'll accomplish more. Tonight.
group, as well as the name ofeveryone in the photograph.
Home is your castle
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
**** Take a new look at your
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
finances. Try not reacting to a
situation, instead, pull back and
understand_ Detachment proThe :VItirray Ledger & Mites wants you to share your photographs
vides new ideas. You'll discover
people
responsive
many
how
of people in our community at work, at school and at play.
you have in your life. Stay centered. Tonight. Out and about
Digital photos: rhey may be submitted to composing@mun-ayledger.com in a JPEG format.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
pri**** Use the am for key
Print photos; May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whittle!' Ave..
orities New information tosses
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040. Murray. KY 42071.
another perspective on the situa-

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday, June 24, 2009:
This year, tap into solutions
through research and focused
imagination. Once you have
arrived at the right or appropriate path, assume a leadership
role. No one can do exactly what
you want except for you.
Financial changes could benefit
you, if you use your insight and
drive. If you are single, others
find you to be radiant and mag‘SPII \t I
at exceptions in a
Nlitchell Bros, netic. Look
relationship when eyeing admirers. If you are attached, the only
way to win a power play is not
759-0501
to play. Your sweetie could be
753-.153.7
unusually controlling. LEO
ANDRUS Excavating offers a lot as a fnend.

270-753-2279

..........4145.041

•

<4.

Books by Martin
Luther King Jr.
to be republished

.F14 AN'IS
92 Ford Ranger Sport,
115,000 miles Runs
Sap $1,100
good
270-227-1968

Other Mall
iblerripdous

1270)226-9015

untamed eistiester
Prey Islimemse
(2701293-4020
(2701293-1924

(270)753-1916

St Rt 121S
ay. KY 32071

• Land Clearing
• Tractor Work
• DuVGNivel Hauling

$5.00
$10.00
$18.00

is

LAM
LAWN SERVKI

COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-lelti

/x/
lx2
2x2

0
.

Aldridge & McCuigton
Rooting Co

BULLDOZING

Homes For

radio station

REYNOLDS
a SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging

galiNatallei.

classified @ murrayledger corn

te
year needs
.oested by

itturdnik • 2.1 i-2.2
thsrl.sv 11.411, SOO 1 lit

CUSTOM

awns Adult-owned &
operated 978-5655

aorries For Sale

LAKE front home, central heat & air. 2 ca
garage, boat dock
$350,000
270-4362544 or 270-978-2138

.ranite
&

so,

Rihihday.

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!!

"Scene in the Community"

COMICS/ FEATURES
Parents of 'problem children'
share mom's secret shame

8 • I ueNda?. June 23, 2009

Looking Back
10 years ago
Emily Godbey was crowned
AS queen of the Murray-Calloway
County Fair. Bnnany Floyd was
first runner-up. Kendra Richardson was second runner-up. Kaci
Greer. third runner-up, and
Amanda Carter. fourth runnerup.
Employees
Murray City
Installed a sprinkler water meter
to a home on 14th Street, temporarily closing the street during the work.
Bnan Roy. former shenff of
Marshall County and now a United States Marshal, was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Phillip Powell who recently completed publishing Murray's first
official postcard collection to
be displayed in area businesses this summer. A reception is
planned for the artist by the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Also published is a picture
of Calloway County Fire Rescue Volunteer Firemen battling
a blaze that destroyed the home
of Jimmy and Patricia Edwards,
Carl Crisp Road, near Elm
Grove. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
Births reported include a boy
to Specialist and Mrs. Albert
Nicholas Darruner, May 29.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of the
ribbon cutting ceremonies for
the opening of the K-Mart store
on North 12th Street.
Elected as new officers of
the Blue Grass State C.B. Club
were Hawley Bucy, president;
Billy Green. vice president; Ruth
Turner, recording secretary:
Velda Bucy, treasurer; Billie
Henry, corresponding secretary.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James E.

Murray Ledger &

Balance problem can
have many causes

Blankenship and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Cole, June
14.
DEAR ABBY: Please print
40 years ago
this for "Ashamed in Califorbeen
has
Miller
B.
William
nia iMarch
named as superintendent of the
who
28),
Calloway County Schools by
feels trementhe Calloway County Board of
guilt
dous
Education. He succeeds Buron
for "not lovafter
resigned
has
who
Jeffrey
her
ing"
19 years as head of the board.
hard -to James E. Bean is the new
manage son.
pastor of Salem Baptist Church
I'm a psynear Lynn Grove.
chotherapist
Births reported include a boy
the
and
to Mr. and Mrs. William Cleaver
of
mother
Jr., June 16, and a girl to Mr.
boys.
two
By Abigail
and Mrs. Charles N. Eldridge,
one of whom
Van Buren
June 17.
is 'difficult."
50 years ago
The reason 'Ashamed" hasJo Cleta Williams and Leroy
n't heard other moms admit to
Barnett of Murray have returned
from the AMeriCiirl Red Cross having negative feelings toward
National Aquatic School at Pur- their child is they, too, feel
due University Limberlost Camp shame. Like her, they have
accepted the idea that mothers
at LaGrange. Ind., where they
are supposed to be perfect and
received special training.
Murray Lions Club will have feel positive toward their chilits regular meeting tonight at dren all the time, even if they're
behaving badly.
South Pleasant Grove United
In my clinical practice, ALL
Methodist Church.
Rheanetta Parker and Charles the mothers admit to not likColeman were married June 6 ing their kids at times. Advisat Goshen United Methodist ing "Ashamed" to have her son
Church.
evaluated for a possible disor64I years ago
der was good advice. But if
The annual homecoming of she does and there is no diagFriendship Church of Christ will
nosis, her son could simply be
be June 26 at its new builda headstrong child. (They usuing.
ally grow up to be likable,
Births reported include a twin
responsible adults, by the way.)
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Her misery can be alleviatYoung, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. ed by understanding that she's
Murl Sanders Jr.. and a boy to
not a bad parent for having
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Turner. totally normal feelings. Love
June 16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. for a child is constant. LIKGlen Rudolph, June 18; a boy
ING can vary from minute to
to Mr. and Mrs. E.F. Alexanminute, depending on how the
der and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. child is acting. -- PSYRoy Devine, June 20.
CHOTHERAPIST IN S.C.
Murray Girl Scouts are holdDEAR PSYCHOTHERAweek
this
camp
special
ing a
PIST: Thank you for sharing
at the Murray City Park.
your insight. Many readers were
eager to Snare their personal

tor
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm the most common reasons
experiences of dealing with a
trouble with my balance. balance difficulties include verhaving
difficult child and the range of
What can you tell me about tigo (an inner-ear malfunction).
emotions that goes along with
motion sickness, hleniere's discause'
the
it Read on.
heart abnormalities, low
ease,
Your
READER:
DEAR
DEAR ABBY: I felt the
note is very difficult to blood pressure, medications
brief
same way! 1 loved my oldest
answer. You don't give your joint damage and anxiety dis-S
son, but I wasn't 'in love' with
age. gender. orders.
him as I was the other two.
Each diagnosis carries itg;
current medconof
He was spinning out
ical condi- own complications, risk fac-i
trol, constantly whining, aggresor tors, treatment and prognosis,r.
tions
sive toward his siblings, and
medications, Some, such a.s the side effects
unpleasant to be around even
symptoms, of medications or joint damon a good day.
long age, are fairly easily dealt with,
how
Eventually we discovered he
have while others, such as vertigt
you
has celiac disease (intolerance
had this dif- and Meniere•s, are notorious
to gluten. causing a host of
or ly more difficult to treat.
ficulty
.
physical and behavior problems
There are several tests thai
other
any
due to malnutrition). Once the
pertinent can be used to pinpoint th4!
fog cleared, we were able to
information. cause of the problem. Hear'I
By
see the wonderful boy he realTherefore, I ing tests, MR1s. CTs, bl
Gott
Dr. Peter
ly was. For the first time in
only work and even specialized eye
can
three years, I now feel love
give you very brief, general testing may be used. Because
for him instead of a sense of
background on sonic of the there are several factors (eyes7I
obligation. -- ENLIGHTENED
most common causes of bal- ears, skin/muscle/nerves) that
work together to help us bat-'!
IN MINNESOTA
ance difficulties.
DEAR ABBY: I tried many
First, see your primary-care ance. finding the specific cause !
things to change my attitude
physician. He or she is your may take time.
Most balance problems are.
toward my difficult child. As
best resource for help and will
a last resort two months ago.
be able to refer you to an related to the inner ear and
we went to his pediatrician. After
appropriate specialist. Be pre- respond to vestibular rehabilicompleting a physical and some
pared to answer several ques- tation. This is an exercise protions. The doctor will need to gram that aids patients in compaperwork, he diagnosed my
know how long you have been pensating for the loss of balson with Oppositional Defiant
experiencing symptoms and ance. Another beneficial step
Disorder (ODD) as well as
which symptoms are causing is to take courses for gait
ADHD. He is now taking medthe balance problems. Are you abnormalities. This can help
ication, and we have begun
having abnormal skin or mus- sufferers regardless of the cause
family counseling. My shame
cle sensations (such as pins of their probletn. Beyond these
and anger dissolved as I began
and needles) in your feet or steps, treatment is related
to understand the reasons behind
Are you having difficul- directly to the cause, so it is
legs?
his behavior and learn specific
ty focusing your eyes? Do you vital to be under the care of
ways to deal with it. -- UNDERfeel as though you are light- a physician.
STANDS HER PAIN IN OHIO
To provide related informaheaded. dizzy or faint?
best
The
ABBY:
DEAR
I am sending you copies
tion,
physithe
that
important
is
It
advice I ever received for copHealth Reports "Ear
my
of
in
detail
every
knows
cian
ing with my contrary daughter
order to narrow down the list Infections and Disorders and
was from a neighbor who had
of possible causes. Some of "Medical Specialists."
a surly girl of her own. She
to
effort
made a conscientious
be more demonstrative to her
daughter, hug her more and
should have made the contract! Furhold on a little tighter to show
South dealer.
thermore, as happens so often, you
Roth sides vulnerable.
her how valued she was.
blew your chance at trick one. You
NORTH
I tried it with my daughter.
should have let East win the first
•1 6 4 3
going out of my way several
trick with the king of spades! had
•A 8
the Atlantic Ocean near Ireland. times a day to express my love
you done that, you would have got•QJ 1085
after a bomb widely believed to for her. It was awkward at first,
ten home safe and sound with nine
•A6
tricks.
have been planted by Sikh sepaEAST
WEST
but I persevered. I committed
East would return a spade, no
•K7
ratists exploded.
•Q 9 8 5 2
that unlovable
loving
to
myself
doubt, but you would then be in the
91 96 4 2
9107
In 1989, the Supreme Court
being, but slowly and surely it
driver's seat. You'd take your acc
•A 4
•K 7 2
refused to shut down the "dial-aand lead a diamond, but the defend46.1 10 8 2
4,9 5 3
porn- industry, ruling Congress paid off. At first, she would
ers would find themselves helpless.
SOUTH
lean away. but eventually she
had gone too far in passing a law
If East won the trick with the ace,
•A 10
would ask me to hold on "just
banning all sexually oriented phone
he wouldn't have a spade to return to
9K Q 53
one more minute."
message Services.
establish partner's suit, while if West
*96 3
Ten years ago: A divided
won the trick with the king, he could
I also had to let go of the
40K Q 7 4
establish his spades but wouldn't
dramatically fantasy of who my child would
Court
Supreme
The bidding:
have an entry to cash them later on.
North East
West
South
enhanced states' rights in a trio be -- someone who would enjoy
It may appear strange that the
Pass
1•
Pass
1+
of decisions that eroded Congress' the things I enjoyed with my
winning method of play is to volunPass
1•
Pass
II
power. U.S. Marines in Kosovo
tarily hold yourself to one spade trick
mom. We weren't going to cook
3 NT
Pass
I FO
killed one person and wounded
when you can easily make two by
Opening lead — five of spades.
museums or learn
two others after coming under together, visit
taking East's king with the ace at
fire: no Marines were injured. to sew. I had to meet her where
one. It seems counterproductive
trick
Assume you're South and reach
Two months after his retirement. she was. It was the challenge
three notrump as shown. West leads a to reject a trick you can so easily win,
Wayne Gretzky was voted into of my life.
spade, and you win East's king with hut the plain unvarnished truth is thar
the ace. When you play a diamond to if you start thinking along these.'
My daughter is 24 now and
the Hockey Hall of Fame along
the ten, East takes it with the ace and lines, you are barking up the wrong,.
with former referee Andy Van on her own. Her life is not
returns a spade to West's queen. West tree.
Hellemond and Ian (Scotty) Mor- what I would have hoped or
Your !'hia. I aim from the start is to
continues with the nine of spades to
rison in the builder category.
expected, but that's OK. We
dummy's jack, East discarding a make three notrump. If you have to
heart, and you eventually go down sacrifice a spade trick in order to
share a real and loving relaone, losing three spades and two dia- achieve that goal, you must grit your
tionship, talk every day and I
teeth and spurn the trick. If you do
monds.
know I'm her touchstone for
Late that night, while trying to things like that more often, you
love and acceptance. I can't
fall asleep, you suddenly realize you might sleep much better at night. '
imagine my life without her. Tomorrow: Sylvia strikes again
- ANOTHER MOM IN CAL7009 I.:mg Feat., S,nd..e
IFORNIA
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Dear Abby

MaiIn Ilistorg
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 23, the
174th day of 2009. There are 191
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 23. 1969. Warren E.
Burger was sworn in as chief justice of the United States by the
man he was succeeding. Earl Warren.
On this date:
In 1757, forces of the East
India Company led by Robert
Clive won the Battle of Plassey,
which effectively marked the begin:Ming of British colonial rule in
India.
In 1868, Christopher Latham
Sholes received a patent for his
-Type-Writer."
In 1931, aviators Wiley Post
and Harold Gatty took off from
New York on a round-the-world
flight that lasted eight days and
15 hours.

.Murray 1.e

In 1938, the Civil Aeronautics
Authority was established.
In 1947, the Senate joined the
House in overriding President
Harry S. Truman's veto of the
Taft-Hartley Act. designed to limit
the power of organized labor.
In 1956, Giunal Abdel Nasser
was elected president of Egypt
In 1967, President Lyndon B.
Johnson and Soviet Premier Alexet Kosygin held the first of two
meetings at Glassboro State College in New Jersey.
In 1972, President Richard M.
Nixon and White House chief of
staff H.R. Haldeman discussed a
plan to use the CIA to obstruct
the FBI's Watergate investigation.
(Revelation of the tape recording
of this conversation sparked
Nixon's resignation in 1974.)
In 1985. all 329 people aboard
an Air India Boeing 747 were
killed when the plane crashed into
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Crosswords
39 Kind of market
40 Car grill cover
41 Geometry
symbol
42 "The Mammoth
Hunters"
heroine
44 Clean a slate
47 Hoops feats
(2 wds.)
51 Starry vista
52 Mesa dweller
53 Zooms
on runners
54 High note
55 Mgr
56 Jekyll's other
half
57 Startled cries

ACROSS

AFTER htE REVIEWS TNEAl. HE'LL
SEE YOU FOR a QUICK ONCE-OVER
7E1'ERMINE WHE'HER OR NOT
YOU'RE WORTHY
Tt415
ExPERIENCE

G.ark Fi

1

L_ C0(i0

1 Space
4 Pretend to be
8 Burrowing animal
12 The thing's
13 Make — —
for it
14 Similar
15 Youngster
16 Sought votes
18 Disney site
20 Hubbub (hyph.)
21 Alt.
22 Fork over
23 Teen outcast
27 Textile colorer
29 Chess piece
30 Quibble
31 Three-toed
sloth
laude
32 Magna
33 Your choice
34 Vol.
35 Raised the
stakes
37 News channel
38 Agent's take
1

2

15

16

22

WE 016 STRAIGHT DOWN
FOR FIVE FEET, AND
THEN WE TUNNEL A
HUNDRED qARDS OUT
AND UNDER THE FENCE..

I'VE STARTED

35

DIGGING, SIR
I GOT DOWN
THREE INCHE5.

39

UUU

21

24
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41

40

49
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37

44

42

52
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36
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31
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8
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HERE 5 THE PLAN,
MARCIE WE START
DI661N6 TONIGHT

E7

7 Diplomat
8 Concrete work
9 Gives the goahead
10 Speak falsely
11 Terminate

20

•19
21
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Derisive remark
Sitting on
Mind
Treaty
Mouths,
in zoology
6 Vacation plus

13

18
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BAIJ
TIMC FRIEND IMI
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DJ
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

a•4'

50

38a

45

46

51

53
57
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17 — hoc
committee
19 Extra work,
briefly
22 Ms. Shriver
24 Such as.
briefly
25 Country yokel
26 Hockey feint
27 Apply
a mudpack
28 Egad,
29 Really bad
coffee
30 Blyth or
Landers
32 Made of clay
33 Santa —
winds
36 Mr. Kettle
37 Grouchy
38 Huge flop
40 Turn pink
41 Corp concern
43 Fabric qty.
44 To be, to Brutus
45 Twist
46 Looks closely
47 Hen or mare
48 Deli salmon
49 Zoo animal
50 Tease
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Luis Castillo scores againstCardinal catcher Yadier
Molina in the eighth inning Monday in New York.

Oldies but
Goodies
AILING METS
SLOW DOWN
RED HOT
REDBIRDS
By MIKE FITZPATRICK
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — No
matter how many All-Stars get
injured, the New York Mets
plan to stick around in the pennant race.
Tim Redding pitched into
the eighth inning for his first
win with the Mets and substitute setup man Brian Stokes
got Albert Pujols to ground
into a crucial double play, leading New York past the St. Louis
Cardinals 6-4 on Monday night.
Daniel Murphy homered and
Omir Santos went 4 for 4 in
an uplifting victory for the
Mets, hours after they received
another dose of disheartening
news. Star center fielder Carlos Beltran went on the 15day disabled list with a bone
bruise on his right knee, a huge
blow to a team already decimated by key injuries.
"It's got to be huge to know
we can compete after losing a
huge player like Carlos," Stokes
said.

Before the game, New York
manager Jerry Manuel said he
would keep a close eye on the
spirit of his squad, also missing shortstop Jose Reyes, first
baseman Carlos Delgado and
three important pitchers.
But the Mets' makeshift lineup responded with 14 hits and
the pitching staff held a streaking Pujols in check. Alex Cora
had a pair of RBI singles and
Luis Castillo went 3 for 3 with
an RBI double and a walk.
Santos set a career high for
hits, including a run-scoring
single.
"It takes more than five
superstars to win," Cora said.
A difficult day almost got
even worse for the Mets. Reyes
and trainer Ray Ramirez were
rear-ended by a fire truck on
the Robert F. Kennedy Bridge
en route to the hospital for a
checkup. Nobody was hurt, team
spokesman Jay Horwitz said.
"It was a whirlwind day,"
Redding said. "I told myself
we had to get off to a good
start, show we're not just going
to lay down."
Making his seventh start for
New York. Redding (1-2) was
pulled after allowing a leadoff
homer to No. 9 batter Brendan Ryan in the eighth, his
first since Aug. 18, 2007.

In Elite
Company
CARDS SKIPPER LA RUSSA
JOINS 2,500-WIN CLUB
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By JOHN MARSHALL
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Cardinals manager Tony La
Russa pantomimes a few swings
in short left field as his team
takes batting practice, occasionally turning to make a point
to Kansas City's Trey Hillman, who flashes his glove at
balls whizzing by.
A night earlier, just an hour
before the game, the two opposing managers could be found
sitting on a bench atop the
Cardinals' dugout, leaning on
the rail, again talking shop.
One of the best minds in
baseball history and the most
recent member of the exclusive 2,500-win club, La Russa
is more than willing to share
that knowledge with anyone
who'll listen — as long as
they're serious about the game
he loves.
"I know what a manager's
time constraints are during the
course of the day and you see
him out there sharing, encouraging, asking questions," Hillman said. "He loves talking
about the game. He's said some
very detailed things over the
years and he's always offered
to give any advice or answer
any questions, no matter how

out of bounds other managers
might think they are."
In a career filled with milestones, La Russa passed a big
one Sunday against the Royals, joining Connie Mack
(3,831) and John McGraw
(2,763) as the only managers
with 2,500 career victories.
Even with his place in history secure and the post-game
champagne soaking he took
from his players. La Russa
still doesn't see himself in the
same league as those two great
managers from baseball's early
days.
"I'm not lumped in with
them," said La Russa, his hair
mottled and a towel draped
over his shoulders after Sunday's 12-5 win over Kansas
City, the NL Central-leading
Cardinals' eighth in 11 games.
"I don't even feel close to
them. I don't think about it
that way. I think about the
good fortune I've had."
An infielder who bounced
between the minors and majors
for 16 seasons, La Russa got
his start as a big-league manager in 1979 with the Chicago White Sox. He spent 18
seasons in the American
League, winning a World Series
ring with Oakland in 1989.

MIKE GROLL / AP

Lucas Glover kisses his trophy after winning the U.S. Open Golf Championship at Bethpage State Park's Black Course in Farmingdale, N.Y., Monday.

29-YEAR-OLD WINS 2ND TOUR TITLE, 1ST MAJOR
By 11111 REYNOLDS
AP Sports Writer
FARMINGDALE. N.Y. (AP)
— A voracious reader, Lucas
Glover took a moment to scan
the names etched on the walls
of the U.S. Open trophy.
Talk about a great ending.
From Hagen to Sarazen. Jones
to Hogan. Palmer to Trevino and
Nicklaus to Woods, Glover couldn't put the glistening silver chalice down. The last name on the
list, improbable as this seemed a
week ago, is now his, a permanent tribute for enduring a grueling week at Bethpage Black
better than anyone else.
Glover won the 109th U.S.
Open on Monday afternoon, one
perfectly timed birdie at the par4 16th helping seal his two-stroke
victory over Phil Mickelson, David
Duval and Ricky Barnes. Glover
finished at 4-under 276 for the
long, damp, oft-delayed week,
getting just the second win of
his career.
"Here I stand," Glover said.
There he stood, all right.
He was on the right side of
the draw, weather-wise, for the
first two rounds, opening with a
69 and then shooting a secondround 64 in rare scoring conditions for a U.S. Open. Glover
didn't break par the rest of the

way', shooting 70 in the third
rounU and then closing with a
73 on Monday.
It was good enough, and then
some.
"I held it together and that's
important,- Glover said. "The
patience thing. I've been preaching all week to myself and you
guys and everybody else here that
asked me what I'm feeling, it
paid off."
So many storylines unfolded
during the final round of the
Open. There was Duval, who
started the day ranked No. 882
in the world, looking for his first
win in eight years. There was
Barnes, who'll go down in history as the fourth player to reach
double-digits below par in the
U.S. Open, wasting a huge lead
with a bogey barrage that doomed
his chances.
And then there was Mickelson, looking for something that
would have been pure Hollywood.
He wasn't even a lock to play
at Bethpage Black. Amy Mickelson, his wife, will begin breast
cancer treatment next month. Phil
Mickelson won't play any golf
for a while, so his wife sent him
to this tournament asking for a
truly one-of-a-kind vase for her
upcoming hospital stay: A big
trophy with curved handles and
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a little statuette on top.
Lefty almost pulled it off. too.
He tied Glover for the lead after
an eagle at the par-5 13th, but
two bogeys coming in left Mickelson tied for second at the U.S.
Open for a record fifth time.
"I think maybe it's more in
perspective for me, because I feel
different this time." Mickelson
said. "I don't know where to go
with this, because I want to win
this tournament badly."
A family vacation awaited
Mickelson. some badly needed
rest and relaxation before Amy
Mickeison begins cancer treatment July 1. But first, Mickelson needed to greet his people
— hundreds of them, autographseekers in the parking lot chanting "Phil! Phil! Phil!" as the
world's No. 2 player signed whatever they wanted for about a
half-hour.
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TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger 8.
Times
Murray's Bryce Emerson battles a host of Dawson Springs
players for a loose ball during a game Monday afternoon
at the Lady Tiger Team Camp
at Tiger Gymnasium. The camp
began Monday and runs
through Wednesday and features many First Region and
Second Region squads. The
Lady Tigers battle Livingston
Central at 4 p.m. today at
Murray Middle and take on
Carlisle County at 9 p.m. at
MHS. On Wednesday, Murray
will face Heath at 5 p.m. and
Mayfield at 8 p.m. at MHS.
The junior varsity squad will
take on Lone Oak at 5 p.m.
Wednesday and Heath at 9
p.m., both at the middle school.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
Art Timm COT
East Division
W
L Pct 081
Boston
42 27 009
New Yon
4
36 31 551
Toronto
38 33 536
5
Tampa Bay
37 34 521
8
Belternore
,0
32 37 464
Central Deleon
W
L Pet OB
Detroit
—
33 31.551
Minnesota
4
36 38 493
Chcago
33 36 478
5
Kansas City
29 39 426 8 1/2
Oevelancl
29 42 408
10
West Divielon
W
L Pet 061
Texas
37 31 544
—
Loa Angeies
1
36 32 529
Seethe
35 34 507 2 12
Oaktand
31 38 449 612

Monday's Games
Colorado 11 L A Moils
Oakiand 5. San Francisco 1
TUeaday's Genies
Illosion (Penny 6-2) at Washington
(Lannon 4-5), 6:06 pal
Chicago Cubs(Zarribrano 4-2).1 0.8011
(E Jackson 6-4), 6:05 p.m
Cieveand (D.Huff 2-2) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 2-7). 6:05 p.m
Cenannat (Owings 4-7) at Toromo(TOM
4-4). 607 p.m
Phliacialsnia (Moyer 4-6) at Tampa Bay
(Pete I -1), ate p m.
Baltimore(Clew* 2-4) M Ronda
(A Maar 2-3), 610 p.m
N.Y. Y811101414(Wang 0-5)at Atlanta
(Henson 2-0), 6:10 p.m
Kansas City (Greinke 8-3) at Houston
(R Ortiz 3-2). 7.05 p m.
Minnesota (Linen° 2-8) at egivreukee
(Suppan 5-4). 7:05 p.m
L.A Dodgers Kuroda 1-3) sa Chicago
White Sox (Danks 5-5), 7:11 p.m.
Texas (Harrison 4-4) at Arizona
(Scherzi/ 4-4). 840 p.m_
Colorado (Jimenez 6-6)it Lk Angela
(O'Sullivan 1-0). 905 p.m.
San Frarceco (Linoecurn 6-2) at
Oaidand (klazzaro 2-1). 9705 p.m.
San(New (Gaudin 2-6) al Seattle (Olson
2-1), 9:10 p.m.
Wednesday's Chimes
Boston at Waszengion,605 p.m.
Chcago Cubs at 00808.606 p.m_
Cleveland at Pritsburgh. 605 p.m
Oncinneb at Toronto, 6:07 p.m.
Philadelphia at Tampa Bay,6:03 p.m.
Ballincre at Rcrida, 6:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at Manta. 6:10 p.m.
Kansas Cily at Houston, 713 p.m.
Iginnereoti at Milwaukee, 706 pm.
L.A Dodgers at Chopp While Sox, 7 11
pm
Texas at Amara. 8:40 p.m
Colorado at L.A Angola, 905 p.m.
San Francisco at Oakland. 905 p.m
San Diego at Seattle. 910 p.m.
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14alloral league thandings
Al Mese CDT
East Deleon
W
L Pet GB
-Philedeiphe
36 31.537
New York
36 35.515 112
Florida
35 36 493
3
4
Atlanta
33 38 478
Washingten
16
20 47 299
Canoe Deleon
W
L Pet GB
St Lam
39 32 549
1
Metraukree
37 32 536
Chicago
34 32 515 2 1,2
Canceinse
34 345(3) 3 1,2
Houston
32. 36 479
7
Pittsburgh
31 39 449
VONA Olvitsion
W
Led GB
Los Argatis
—
46 24.657
San Franca
37 32836 81(2
Colorado
37 33 529
9
San Diego
15
30 38.441
Arizona
17
29 41.414
-Monders elletaa
Atlanta 2, Chicago CUSS 0
NY. Mats 6, St Urals 4
Cotorado 11, LA Angels 1
Ostend 5. San Francisco 1
Tlieeday's Cisme*
Boston (Perry 6-2) at Washington
,Lamen 4-5). 6:05 p.m
Chicago Cute Ralibrano 4-2) at Delrog
(E.Jackson 6-4), 6:06 p m
Clem/and (D.Hufl 2-2) at Pittabuigh
(Sloe 2-7), 8-05 p.m
Care/mat(Omega 4-7) at Toronto (Talk/
4-4), 6.07 p.m
Philadelphia (Moyer 4-6) at Tampa Bay
(Price 1-1), 606 p.m.
Baltimore (Ushani 2-4) at Reside
(A.1.41ar 2-3), 8,10 p.m.
NY Yankee. elitiang 0-6) at Manta
(Henson 2-0), 610 p m.
St. Louis (Pineiro 5-8(.1 N Y. Meat
(Eillorriandez 5-1), 5)0 pm.
Kansas City (Graeae 8-3) at Hounion
(RC/0z 3-2). 705 p.m.
Minnesota (Llano 2-8) at MiMatilese
(Suppan 5-4), 7:05 p.m
LA. Dodgers(Kuroda 1-3) at Chicago
ANN Sox (Dank* 5-5), 7.11 p.m
Teams (Harrison 4-4) at Arizona
(Schemer 4-4), 840 p.m.
cobrado (Jimenez 6-6) at LA Angels
(O'Sullivan 10), 9:05 p.m_
San Francisco (lacecurn 6-2) at
°Wend (1.4=am. 2-1), 9:05 pm
San Diego (Gaudin 2-8) at Seattle (Olson
2-1), 910 p.m
VVedneeday's Gonna
Bosion at Wisehingkin. 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs at Detroit. 6:05 p.m.
Cleveland at Piesibungh. 6-05 pm
Cincinnati at Toronto, 8:07 p.m_
Pheadelehria at Tampa Bay, 8:06 p.m_
Ballencre at Florida, 8:10 p.m.
N.Y Yankees at Agents 610 p.m.
St. Louie at N Y keels, 8.10 p.m.
Kansas City at Roust:el, 705 p.m
Minnesota at PAIMIMASO, 705 p.m.
L
rxidgers at Chcago Wive Sox, 7 11
P
Tams at Anzona. 8.40 p.m.
Colorado at LA Angela. 905 p.m
San Francisco at Celdand. 905 p.m.
San Diego at Seale, 4110 p.m.

on the par-4 16th at Bethpage
AP Sports Writer
Black. He was 2 under par for
FARMINGDALE, N.Y.(AP) tournament, just one stroke out
— No golf tournament ends of the lead.
without a number of players
But a great swing produced
able to say "What If over a iambic result and effectively
one hole or one swing
ended his chance at his first
Hunter Mahan may have the mayor championship.
best reason to ask that ques"We had a good number. I
tion after the U.S Open
think it was like 172," Mahan
Mahan's ball was sitting in said. "Hai an 8-iron downwind
the fairway after his tee shot and just flushed it."
If Mahan's ball had hit any
pan of the green. he would
have been looking at a mak-

able birdie putt. but the ball
hit the flag stick -- and hit it
squarely
"I hit that thing pretty hard
and it ricocheted off the green,'
he said 'That happens. It's a
U.S. Open. You're going to get
stuff like that. The green as just
fast. I thought I hit a pretty

Cross, McKinney make
Championship Flight at
Women's State Am

Pots Leagme
Vieek hi Review

ligurrey-Crecreray County Parks
League Standlres
U-• Saba
W I
Pet
Hilliard Lyons
714
5 2
William Electric
3 4
428
Cagle and Bogey
3 5
.375
Whens Electirc dot Cagle a Sekfr
Hiked Lyons
EitecInc del Cagle a Baggy
Pony League
W
L
PM
Tracy Wireless
1 030
8
Ramax
6 4
800
Mks Whe
5 4
556
FOP
3 5
375
Utley
3
333
Sigma Chi
1
7
125

Cagle a Bailey der

Tracy Williems det. FOP
Reim/ def Mike Miller
Utley del. Sigrra Cho
Mike Maker clef FOP
Utley dot FOP
Sigma CR. del Flamer
Tracy Whams del Renee
Plinio League
W
L
Mathis Roofing
6
1
Danny Steele Goner 4 3
FHB Bank
4 3
Dr. Bobo
3 4
Woodmen GA World 2 5
Peas
2 5

Pet
857
571
571
429
.283
.286

Pegg def Steele Construction
FNB def Dr BcOo
Meeks del Woucznen
Mathis del FNB
Woodmen del Steele Constnchon
Peaa dot Dr Bobo
FNB del Woodmen
Mustang League
W
L
Pet
Taco John s
6 0
1050
Dr Bobo
4 3
571
Munay Animal Hasp 3 4
429
The Trophy Case
1
7
125
Taco John's del Trophy Case
Murray Animal del Dr Bubo
Taco John's def Murray Animal Hosp
Dr Bobo de Trophy Case
Taco John's def Trophy Case
Dr Bobo del Murray Animal Notional
Bronco League
W
L
Pet
Racers
6 2
750
Papa John's
4 3
571
C014/6 8 Sons Farms 2 7
222
Papa Johns der Coles and Sons
Cotes and Sons dol Racers
Papa John's del Racers

fb-portseriefs
▪ The Murray Tiger golf team
wit) have a meeting concerning
the upcoming golf season and
fundraising for the annual Tiger
Classic Golf Tournament on June
25. Parents of current golf team
members are encouraged to
attend. This is an informational
meeting only and only the parents
of the players should attend The
meeting vn8 be held at 5 p.m at
the Murray Middle School gym.
• The Cincinnati Reds will
hold a tryout camp on
Wednesday, June 24th at the
Graves County High School
baseball field in Mayfield.
Registration begins at 9 a.m, and
the tryout starts at 10 a.m.
Players shout(' be between 16
and 22 years of age. There is no
charge to tryout. Al) Legion players must have written permission
from their Legion Coach or Post
Commander to work out. Any
player under the age of 21 must
have a written release from a parent or legal guardian accepting
'full legal liability in order to work
out. For more information, call
scout Jim Grief at (270) 744-8920
or go to the web site:
httpllcincinnati.reds.mlb.comi
cirvfan_forunvItyouts.isp

good 5-wood runner up there,
but the green was pretty fast."
Instead of a chance at tying
for the lead, Mahan made a
bogey. Then he had another on
the par-3 17th when his birdie
attempt caught a ridge and led
him a long par putt.

Staff Report
Three current and two former Murray State golfers are
participating in the 83rd
Women's Kentucky State Amateur Championship at Cherry
Blossom GC in Georgetown,
Ky.
Current
Racers
Morgan
Cross, Megan McKinney. and
Milan Brake are in the field
as well as former Racer players Stephanie B Watts and
Tina Marshall.
Cross (Cecilia, Ky.) had the
low MSU score in 18-hole
qualifying with a 73, while
McKinney (Louisville, Ky.) had
a 74, finishing with back-toback bogeys on her last two

holes.
Watts (Mount Sterling, KyJ
came home with a 77 as all
three qualified for the championship flight in the matchplay portion of the event.
Brake (Villa Hills, Ky.) and
Marshall (Paducah, Ky.) each
had an 88 in qualifying arid
will play in the second flight.
Nen la B.misile tel Were masa obi.
(AM Arnie camAnal)
Championship RIght
(16) Megan 1.4cKjnray vs (17) Sloane:
Senna i8:59 a.m
(28) Stephanie B Wads vs (5) Jessica
Smith (934 am)
(10) Morgan Cross vs (23) Whrtntry Wade
(1009 a.m.)
Second PlIght
(16) Tina Maratiali vs(1)Hannan 1400,11
(700•m.)
(14) Jaen Brake vs (31 Laura Beth Hams
(7:42 a.m.)

CASTLEMAN TIRE
I REPAIR, INC.
1110 State it. 121 So, 11111010W e 247-5See
Baaday • Friday • 740 a.at•SsOO

TIRES

•The Murray State women's
basketball team will be holding a
camp from June 29-July 2nd tot
OW and boys' entenng the third
through 12th grade. There is a
deposit due by June 1. but the
camp, which will be instructed by
back-to-back OVC champions
Ashley H.ayes and Amber Guttay,
who was this year's Academic All
America, will accept walkups For
more information or questons.
contact cocach Victona Jones at
809-3448 or coach Ashley Hayes
at 809-7073.

'MICHELIN 'GOODYEAR 'DAYTON
"FIRESTONE •KUMHO

GREAT SERVICE
*Alignment
•Brakes
•Shocks
*Struts

•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
•Used Tires
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